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Abstract: Autopilot technique in fluid dynamics is value able from last decade due to under water environmental activities; include
navigation, control, defense, communication. Autonomous under water vehicle stability criteria is tough task to achieve due to
involvement of fluid dynamics. Wave encounter with the head of submarine cause nonlinearity in AUV’s movement. In this paper we
become familiar with the techniques of analysis & controller design for AUV’s by implementation of Control Law Design (CLD)
possessing Pole Placement Technique (PPT).
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1. Introduction
Unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV’s) is getting popularity
in last 2-3 decades, under observation submersible vehicle is
of autonomous type. Many other kinds such as remotely
operated vehicle (ROV’s) tethered, autopilot, single shot
ROV’s (SSR’s) has been used before. Submarine follows
low depth motion as its control in deep seas is hard to
achieve. Main problem with this system is wave encounter,
which cause 6-degrees motion in AUV’s. Control is
basically to achieve a desired response of a system. Many
ways would be considered to get stability as stability is just
to change pole location in a pole zero map. Addition of
zeroes & poles is one way to get ordered design and is
ancient technique. Standard tools such as MATLAB &
SIMULINK are used now a days for controller designs.
Here we will 1st observe stability criteria in these kind of
vehicles which is applicable design in linear motion. After
estimating damping & stability criterion, we will move
towards its controller design. Also there is possibility to add
more zeroes & poles in given system to fulfill stability
criterion, but alternative technique is adopted.
In this proposed design after an introductory description of
State Space Model (SSM) of a specified submersible
vehicle, the response of model due to impulse & constant
applied inputs is considered. System may or may not b
controlled so a check for system behavior for controller
design is adopted. Real time system with PID controller and
description of state variables in ODE’s also included.

2. Analysis of Time Domain Responses
Fig.1 shows how the fore and aft dive planes are used during
a dive. At the start of the dive the aft plane is rotated
upwards so that the stern of the boat is forced upwards. The
fore hydroplanes are rotated downwards thus forcing the
bow of the boat down. During the dive the aft hydro planes
are moved to the neutral position and the dive angle is
controlled with the fore hydroplanes only.

the depth of the boat is maintained by the fore planes only.
During the first dive, the water level in the main trim tanks
is adjusted to obtain a neutral buoyancy so that the required
depth can be maintained with a nearly horizontal position of
the hydroplanes same as observed in the real model of a
hydro plane.

Figure 1: dive plane bow(δb) & stern(δs) angles during a
drive.
Table 1: parametric notation of 6-degree’s of freedom.
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Submarine models are correspond to the equation of motion
of the six degrees of freedom (DOF) vehicle. Dynamic
models
are
same
as
aeronautical
parameters
[1],[2],[4],and[5], a linearized model can be derived from
equation of motion of a submarine which is reported in [18].
For instance state space (time domain) model is obtained by
taking constant buoyant conditions as following in (Fig.1)

Close to the required depth, the aft planes are rotated down
and the fore planes up to level off the boat. At slow speeds
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Figure 3: submarine as hydroplane model with parameters.
x = AX +BU
y = CX+DU
X= [w q z θ ]T ,Y= [z θ ]T ,U= [ δb δs ]

Where,
W=the heave velocity.
Q=pitch rate.
Z=the submarine depth.
Ө=the pitch angle.
Δb=the bow hydroplane angle.
Δs=the stern hydroplane angle.
System has two inputs and two outputs, four transfer
functions G11, G12, G21 & G22 are possible. Given system is
linear time invariant; no variable is time dependent. Using
MATLAB lti (linear time invarient) viewer, resulting
impulse & step responses are given below:
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Figure 4: (a) step response of state space model. (b) impulse response of state space model.
Here,
Step response shows that
• With time, by applying constant input which is bow angle
(δb) causes the decrease in depth, submarine moves
towards surface.
• Application of constant stern angle (δs) Causes the depth
to increase; submersible vehicle moves towards bottom.
• If bow angle (δb) is considered constant input, then it
cause pitch angle first to increase then settle down at a
constant value.
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• Applying stern angle (δs) as constant input, it causes pitch
angle to decrease and then establish a steady state
position.

3. Controllability & Observability Criteria
Eigen values of given system is mentioned through CCF &
OCF & also through general form of A.
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inspection of the controllability criteria. Our system is
controllable so next step is to controller design.

4. Optimization trough PID controller
This system is controllable as rank (A)= 4 Which means that
all rows are linearly independent. It is possible to control the
response of system as all state variables are involved in the
controllability matrix. This criterian leads us towards
controller design.

Proposed SSD is linearized model of submersible vehicle.
PID controller is applied in a case if noise is negligible. In
real models derivative parameter is not used as it boost up
the effects of noise, which leads towards nonlinear behavior,
PID controller design is applicable to LTI systems only.
SIMULINK is used as a tool for this system as in (Fig.5)
y=kpr +kdD(r)+ki dt
In frequency domain it becomes as
Y= (kds2+skp+ki)/s

This system’s output is full filled Observability criteria as
rank (O)=4 ,which shows that we are able to estimate output
response. Controller design is not possible without

Here,
Kd=differential gain.
Kp=proportional gain.
Ki=integral gain.
Tuning of PID controller involved the values of these
parameters set as to achieve desired response.

Figure 5: optimization of system by using PID controller
Optimized model of controller could be achieved by tuning
PID. Values of proportional, derivative & integral gains are
adjusted to achieve a controlled or desired output.

Ordinary diff. equations are of order one describe state
variable derivatives in relation with state variables & inputs.
We can estimate values of state variables of our system by
using MATLAB graphical tools.

5. Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE’s) of
State Space System
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Figure 6: state variables in the form of ODE’s
ODE’s shows state variables which are heave velocity, pitch
rate, depth & pitch angle. Graph shows relationship of their
derivatives with state variables.

6. Controller Law Design
Control law design (CLD) is a technique to place the system
poles at desired values. Pole positions determine the stability
of a linear systems. So by changing pole positions we may
control the system stability. We designed a controller for the
system which state space model has already mentioned
above but input (U) is changed as u=r-kx; here r=0 so u=-kx
X=ax+b(-kx)=(a-bk)x
Y=cx+d(-kx)=(c-dk)x
Eigen values of [a-bk] are new poles of system by adjusting
values of ‘k’ we could change [a-bk] matrix , which leads us
to desired pole location. estimation of system stability will

easy to perform. Pre existing Poles of the given system are
following.
0
-0.0336 + 0.0471i
-0.0336 - 0.0471i
-0.0627
Desired pole locations are at:
-.034+.4j,
-.034+.4j
-.0627+.3j,
-.0627+.3j,
Manually values of k could find by comparing coefficients
of polynomials of Det [SI-A+BK] & desired poles. Using
matlab tool the k matrix can be find as,
-6.0779
-0.4527

78.9991 -8.5771 83.4378
57.6794 -1.9478 -13.0765

Figure 7: Simulink model for controller using pole placement technique.
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Use this [k] into the simulink diagram & get out put as ‘y’.
This is desired system response.

7. Conclusion
PID Controller design in this paper is specifically cope with
the difficulties related to optimization of a system. Proposal
of controller contains all three gain values that are self
adjusted. This is best to use for an LTI system, having no
noise. Otherwise derivative gain of controller is set as
zero.PID is used for transfer functions (frequency domain
representation) showing the output to input relation.
Pole placement technique is also valid for linier models. By
adjusting gains, we are able to get desired Eigen values.
Controller law design is applicable to state space (time
domain) models.
Unmanned under water vehicles is just like aeronautical or
spacecrafts operational mediums. Parametric resemblance
shows analogy in structure, usage & principles. Multi-tiered
software architectures are becoming defect standard in the
defense industry for realization (Command, Control,
Communications Computer, Information, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance) systems. Naturally, unmanned platforms,
and hence UUVs will get advantage of such
implementations. Several considerations arise for the
realization of such architectures in the unmanned platforms.
In order to achieve rapid development and broad
maintenance capabilities, robust open source components
shall be identified. Certainly, the robustness of these
components will also be critical regarding the run time
performance of these mission critical vehicles.
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